LESSON FOR BLOG TALK RADIO
WAQFE NAU CLASS SEPT. 17, 2011
(Week 24 of 1st six monthly syllabus Age Group 10-14)

Extract from Haazur Ayyadahullah Ta’la Binisrihil Aziz’s Friday Sermon delivered on Sept.16,11
The Promised Messiah (on whom be peace) said that it is precarious even if piety and Taqwa get stagnant in a person
because this leads to downward slope. Thus, Hudhur said our men, women, children, elders and youngsters should be
concerned about that enemy within which stops from enhancing in Taqwa. The Promised Messiah (on whom be peace)
said that we should not be concerned by the external opposition but should focus on enhancing in Taqwa and purity. God
Himself would deal with the opponents. As it is stated in the Qur’an:
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‘Verily, Allah is

with those who are righteous and those who do good.’ (16:129) Hudhur explained that if we enhance in piety the
enemy cannot harm us in any way. This is what our 125 year history tells us. The enemy has taken the lives of a few of
our dear ones; indeed, he has also pillaged our property. In return, those of us who departed this world have found
eternal life of God’s pleasure and God has also made up for the financial loss on individual level. Hudhur said many in the
congregation before him were witness to this. God has also blessed us on a communal level in return for the sacrifices in
an immeasurable way. Thus, our concern should not be about the scheming of the opponents, but about any lack of
Taqwa to attain God’s pleasure. Our prayers will attract God’s grace if we have a strong connection with Him, whereas He
will contend with the opponent Himself as indeed He has been doing. Hudhur said our opposition is not limited to local
level; rather it is carried out via newspapers and TV channels all over the world. But it becomes a source of introduction
for us. (Full sermon must be read or viewed by all the Waqefeen Nau and their parents)

An overview of the courses we have covered during the past six months.
Age Group 10-11
 Revise whatever Surahs, etiquettes, poems, prayers, Names of Allah, and Ahadith
have been memorized so far.
QUR’AN E MAJEED
 Memorize: Al-Baqarah v. 1 to 17 (Waqifeen must recite them more often).
Hadith
 Memorize with translation (all the five Ahadith in this part of syllabus are completed : children must
keep revising)
Prayers
Memorize following prayers with translation and develop habit of using them at appropriate times:
 Prayer before eating
 Prayer after eating
 Prayer before sleeping
 Prayer at awakening
 Prayer for parents

Poem
 completed and one of the tunes from Alislam.org was demonstrated during the lesson.
Names of Allah (Divine Attributes of Allah Ta’la)
 Learn following attributes of Allah and develop habit of praying using these attributes
 Rabul ‘alamin,
 - Ar-Rahman,
 - Ar-Rahim,
 - Maliki Yaumidd�n,
 - Al-Ghaffar,

 - Al-Alim,
 - Al-Sami.
Etiquettes
 The following etiquettes that have been learnt should be made part of daily life:
 Of Mosque
 Of Prayer
 Of Home
 Of Eating
Religious Knowledge
 Study the childhood of our Master Harat Muhammadsa.
 Study the life of Hazrat Adamas.
Age Group 11-12
QUR’AN E MAJEED
 Start reading the Holy Qur’an with translation
 Memorize: Al-Baqarah v. 1 to 17 (Waqifeen must recite them more often)
Hadith
 Memorize with translation; (all the five Ahadith in this part of syllabus are completed : children must
keep revising)
Prayers
 Memorize prayers for entering and exiting the home. Use these prayers at appropriate occasions
Poem

this poem we did it with the translation

Names of Allah
(Divine Attributes of Allah Ta’la)
 Learn the following attributes of Allah and develop the habit of praying using these attributes:
 Al-Ghafur,
 Al-Halim,
 Al-Baseer,
 Al-Qadeer,
 Al-Khabeer
Biography
 Study the life of the Holy Prophetsaw before prophethood. (already completed)
 Hazrat Abrahamasw was Allah’s prophet. Study his life history

Age Group 12-13
QUR’AN E MAJEED
 Memorize: Ali ‘Imran v. 26 to 28 and v. 191 to 195
 Learn the translation of the first half of Al-Baqarah
The last Ruku before the half of the Part 1 in Sura Al Baqrah (R.9) covers the verses 73-79
I will give the translation of verses 73-75 today for this week and

Biography
 Study our Master Hazrat Muhammad’ssa life in Mecca (before Hijra).
 Hazrat Shoaibas was Allah’s prophet. Study his life history

